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About us
HOKI Japanese Restaurant is proud to offer the finest Japanese cuisine in Atlanta. We offer a wide variety of modern Japanese cuisine, excellent sushi-sashimi, and classic Japanese entrees. 
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Specials
We are updating our specials
Please stay tuned
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Reviews
review by - Yelp

                  Grace C.:
                  


Quite possibly the best sushi in all of Atlanta. I highly recommend the Hoki Dragon roll. The restaurant is super clean, and the staff are very friendly and very helpful.



review by - Yelp

                  Lida T.:
                  


I am a big fan of sashimi so I came in on a random Monday night and the treated me with really really great service. The suhi chef was amazing! He gave me thick slices of sashimi and they all tasted so fresh! I highly recommend this place!



review by - Yelp

                  Ashley P.:
                  


Great service--sushi was fresh and delicious. Hamachi Kama was perfectly fine, tender and crispy in the outside. Children loved it too.



review by - Yelp

                  Courtney J.:
                  


Really big fan! Sushi is always fresh and a great variety of flavors. Go to is usually the Carribean and spicy tuna.
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Location

3300 Cobb Parkway Ste 114
Atlanta, GA
30339


Hours

Lunch
Monday - Friday 11:30 am - 2:30 pm

Dinner
Monday - Thursday 5:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Friday - Saturday 5:00 pm - 10:30 pm

Sunday Closed


Find us on...

Twitter pageInstagram page

Contact us

(770)-690-0555
hokisushiatlanta@gmail.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


